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ABSTRACT 

The Cosmology Large AI!gular Scale Surveyor (CLASS) instrument will measure the polarization of the cosmic 
microwave background at 40, 90, and 150 GRz from Cerro Taco in the Atacama desert of northern Chile. 
In this paper, we describe the optical design of the 40 GRz telescope system. The telescope is a diffraction 
limited catadioptric design consisting of a front-end Variable-delay Polarization !.Iodulator (VPM), two ambient 
temperature mirrors, two cryogenic dielectric lenses, thermal blocking filters, and an array of 36 smooth-wall 
scalar feedhom antennas. The feed horns guide the signal to antenna-<:oupled transition-edge sensor (TES) 
bolometers. Polarization diplexing and bandpass definition are handled on the same microchip as t he TES. The 
feed horn beams are truncated with 10 dB edge taper by a 4 K Lyot-stop to limit detector loading from stray 
light and control the edge illumination of the front-end VPU. The fieid-of-view is 19° x 14° with a resolution for 
each beam on the sky of 1.5° FWRM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The hypothesis that the early universe underwent a period of accelerating expansion, called inflation, has become 
an essential mechanism for explaining the flatness and homogeneity of the universe and the fluctuations found in 
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) .1-5 Inflation predicts the existence of primordial gravitational waves 
that would have produced a unique polarization pattern called the B-modes on the CMBs,7 Measurement of 
the amplitUde of these gravitational waves can be used to infer the eI!ergy scale of the potential driving the 
expansion.8 Detection of this signal would be a dramatic confirmation of the inflation paradigm and significantly 
tighten constraints on inflationary models. 

The Cosmology Large Angular Scale Surveyor (CLASS) is a new ground-based instrument designed to search 
for tae large angular scale B-mode signal of the C11B from the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. This instrument 
will consist of foW" separate telescopes: one observing at 40 GHz, two observing at 90 GHz and one observing at 
150 GRz. Each bandpass is optimized to observe the eMB through atmospheric v!indows of high transmiS8ion. 
Foreground removal , not sensitivity, is expected. to limit the detection of the B-mode signa1.9 Making observations 
at IT.ultipJe frequencies will help to distinguish between the CMB signal and the spectrally distinct synchrotron 
and polarized dust emission foregrOlllld signals. 

Each telescope will employ a Variable-delay Polarization Modulator (VPM) as a fast front-end polarization 
modulator. This technique will allow the instrument to ~easW"e the polarization signal of over 65% of the sky 
from the Atacama, and could be moved to the Northern hemisphere to observe more sky if appropriate. By 
targeting the B-mode signal on scales larger 'han 10°, CLASS will be able to detect the same B-mode amplitude 
88 experiments with many- more detectors but focused on the fainter small scale fluctuations. 

A full description of the CLASS instrument and its overall science objectives will be given in a future paper. 
In this paper, we focus on the optical design fa: the 40 GHz telescope. In Section 2, we give a description of the 
teleEcope and the procedure followed to generate the design. Section 3 analyzes the performance of the design. 
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An overview of the construction plans for the optical components is described in Section 4. Stray light and 
detector loading considerations from spill are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 describe, the tolerances for the 
design. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions of this work. 

2. DESIGN OVERVIEW 

The CLASS 40 GHz telescope will measure the polarization of 'he CMB from 33 to 43 GHz with 36 transition 
. edge sensor (TES) detector pairs. Each detector pair is coupled through microstrip waveguide (MSWG) to a 
pla."lar orthogonal mode transducer (01!T) that defines the polarization basis of the detector. The passband 
definition, required for bolometric detectors, is performed on chip by !.!SWG filters between the TES and OMT. 
Each TES p.m, the band defining filters, and the associated O~[T are lithographically fabricated on a detector 
chip. Further details of the CLASS detectors are discussed ir: Rostem et a1.10 In the time reversed sense, modes 
launched frOffi the OMT pass through a smooth-walled horn antenna and through the rest of the telescope system 
to the sky. 

Indeper.dent of the detector properties, the science goal of detecting the faint large angular scale B-mode 
signal translates into the following requireme!lts for the optical design: 

1. The telescope must have a fast polarization modulator to distinguish the cosmic signal from telescope and 
atmospheric Grifts, i.e. 1( I-noise. 

2. The modulator must be the first optical compor..ent in the telescope to prevent instrume~t polarization 
systematic errors. 

3. The resolution should be r.ear 1.5° to resolve polarization fluctuations greater than 10° and to characterize 
foregrounds on scales smaller than the targeted B-mode signal. 

We use horn antennas as the primary beam forming apparatus. The telescope then redirects and magnifies the 
symmetric beams formed by t he horns. The detector spacing is 38 mm; this is a practical limit to allow enough 
room for detector mounting and readout circuitry. The telescope design, therefore, is constrained by its two 
ends - the first optical component will be a polarization modulator and the focal plane will use horn antennas 
separated by 38 mm as the primary beam forming components. 

The immediate consequence of the resolution require:ment is that the entrance pupil must be """ 37 cm in 
diameter. Placing a VPI\1 near this entrance pupil satisfies the fast front-end modulator requirements - further 
details of the modulator are included in section 2.1. 

With the detector spacing and the entrance pupil specified, the only remaining telescope parameter is the 
focal length, or equivalently the focal ratio If. Smaller f ( choices would increase the fiele! of view (POV) making 
it difficult to avoid blockage. Furthermore, the differential light path length through the VPl\l depends upon the 
angle of incidence on the device. The VPl\.1 efficiency can be optimized more successfully for a smaller spread of 
angles. Slower systems, on the other hand, make the cryogenic system exceptionally long. While there was no 
strict optimization, an f /2 system is a practical compromise between cryogenic system size and workable FOV. 

Since the target scale (10° and larger) is larger than the beam, the mapping speed of the telescope increases 
as the beam separation on the sky increases and as the spill efficiency increases. For this design, the beam 
separation is set hy the 2.4 I ( . ,\ horn spacing, and the beam truncation is dominated by the cold aperture stop 
with 10 dB edge taper. 

Satisfying the above design criteria required the development of an entirely new type of telescope - the design 
of which is discussed in the following sections. A ray trace of the final design is shown in Figure 1. The optical 
design was generated and optimized using the ray tracing software ZEMAX·. The first element, illustrated as 
a plane mirror in the Figure, is the VP11. Following the VP11, the primary and secondary mirrors route the 
signal through a Zotefoam t window into a cryostat where high density polyethylene (HDPE) lenses focus the 

·www.radiantzemax.com 
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Figure 1. A ray trace of the 40 GHz CLASS telescope is shown for a selection of fields. The first optical element is the 
VPH. For the purpose of optimizing the telescope design, the VP~l is modeled as a flat mirror. After the polarization 
of· the sky signal has been encoded by the VP~I , the light, is routed by two mirrors into a cryogenic receiver. Two cold 
high-density polyethyler.e lenses foro the final image on the focal plane. 

signal onto the horn array. Infrared (Ill.) blocking filters are situated between the window and the first lens to 
allow the lenses to cool. The first lens will be cooled to 4 K and the second will be cooled to 1 K. Parameters 
summarizing the telescope are in Table 1. 

2.1 The Variable-delay Polarization Modulator 

Cl\.ffi polarization instruments must modula.te the incoming light to distinguish the cosmic signal from detector t 
instrument, and atmospheric drifts, e.g. 1/ f noise. The modulation strategies employed by most other CMB 
telescopes invo]ve fast azimuth scanning or rotating a wave plate. Azimuth scanning, unfortunately, modulates 

Table 1. Summary parameters for the CLASS 40 GHz telescope 

Beam FWRM 
Edge taper of cold aperture stop 
f /at lOdB 
Number of detector pairs 
Entrance Pupil diameter 
Rorn spacing in the fecal plane 
FOV 

1.5° 
~ 10 dB 

2 
36 

,...., 37 em 
2.4 f/ . >. at 38 GRz 

140 x 19° 



both the Cl>1B polarization and the CMB temperature anisotropy synchronously. An experiment adopting this 
strategy mlist employ additional techniques to guard against systematic errors mixing these signals. Rapidly 
rotating a half-wave plate overcomes this limitation but adds the complication of needing to understand the 
detailed spectral transmission of the wave plate including an~- anti-reflection (AR) coatings. Modulated thermal 
emission must also be accounted for in warm wave plates, and fast rotating cryogenic wave plates 'have pro\en 
extremely difficult to deploy. Furthermore there are practical limits to the diameter of wave plates that can be 
manufactt:red. This size constraint limits how close to the sky the wave plate can be placed in the optical train, 
especially for low frequencies. 

CLASS will utilize the new VPM technology as a front-end modulator to distinguish the cosmic signal from 
various r.oise sources while circumventing the challenges faced by other techniques. This modu!ator consists of a 
polarizing wire array backed by a parallel movable mirror. The operating principle of a VPM has been discussed 
previously ," and an example of a VP11 fielded in the Hertz instrument is discussed in Krejny et al. 12 A few 
aspects of VPMs that guide the design of this optical system are highlighted here. 

The VPM is the first optical component. The simple mechanical construction of a VPM enables the device 
to be placed at the entrance pupil of a modest-to-small size telescope. Since the resolution required to 
target large angular scales is low, a VPM with an aperture diameter of 60 cm is sufficient. 

The VPM is the polarization modulator. Each modulation cycle of the VPM is an absolute measurement 
of a Stokes parameter in a particular direction. No scan modulation is required. Furthermore, since there 
is no CMB polarization monopole, sky-chopping is not required. to link separate regions of the sky. Since 
data can be collected while drift scanning or slow azimuth scanning, the tolerance analysis need not include 
telescope bending modes that would otherwise !>e present during scan turnarounds. 

The VPM transmission spectrum is simple. The VP11 is a purely reflective device. The lack of dielectric 
substances make the spectral characteristics of the VPM simple to understand. ChUBS et al. i3 have 
identified resonant conditions that exist for particular VP~l arrangements, but these situations are well 
understood and can be included in the transfer function te:nplate of the VPM. 

Figure 2(a) shows a schematic of the VPM layout. An incoming signal is separated into its two orthogonal 
linear polarizations by the wire array. The component polarized parallel to the wiTe array is reflected, while 
the component with the polarization orthogonal to the wires passes unimpeded. The transmitted component 
th€!o reflects off the movable mirror and passes back through the wire array. The relative phase between the two 
reflected components is specified by controlling the separation between the wires and the mirror. 

The signal for a. given direction on the sky can be represented by Stokes parameters [sky I Qaku , Usky and 
V,ky. The orthognnal antenna pa.ir of the detector projected through the optics onto the sky naturally defines 
Qdd through detector differencing. When the detector basis projected onto the VP11 is rotated 45° with respect 
to the VP1! wires, the polarization sensitivity of the detector to the aky signal as a function of the relative 
phased delay, q" is 

Qd,' = Q,ky cos q, + V.kysinq,. 

Figure 2(b) shows a portion of this modulation cycle on the Poincare sphere. 

Periodically the telescope will execute 45° rotations about the telescope boresight. Such a rotation changes 
t he detector sensitivity relative to the sky-fixed Stokes basis to 

Qde' = U,k, cos q, + V,ky sin q,. 

In this way CLASS will have complete coverage of the Stokes parameters for every point within the accessible 
sky region. The Vak" signal :s expected to be zero and will serve 80S critical null observations for systematic error 
checking. 
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Figt:re 2. (8.) A schematic of the VPM opera.tion is shown. The input sky signal is separated by the polarizing grid into 
two orthogonal components. One component is reflected from the wires, and the other component passed through the 
wires and is reflected by the movable mirror. The two reflected signals combine to form the modula.ted output signal. (b) 
The dashed path on the Poincare sphere illustrates the change in sensitivity to the sky basis defined Stokes parameters. 
As t.he mirror moves. the measured parameter modulates between Stokes Q and V. 

2.2 Fore-optics design and description 

The telescope fore-optiCB consist of the VPM and the two curved mirrors shown in Figure 1. The two curved 
mirrors create an image of the cold 4 K aperture stop on the central region of the VPU. In this location, the 
diameter of the VPJI.f is minimized for a fixed entrance pupil size. There is no magnification requirement of this 
relay system for this low resohtion telescope. Note the entrance pupil is purposefully tilted with respect to the 
VPM to appear circular when viewed from the center of the FOV. 

The fore-optics were optimized .... an afocal system. It w .... important during this step to temporarily place 
the stop surface in ZE~IAX at the planned entrance pupil location. With the stop as the first optical surface, 
ZEMAX efficiently launches all necessary rays for the optimizatior.. If the stop surface was kept in its phvsical 
location, the aperture stop vignetting fUI:.ction would depend UP0!l the exact size, shape, and location of all 
prior optical elements: Optimiza.tion for this off-axis tilted system would not be computationally feasible. In 
the temporary 'false stop' arrangement, the goal of the fore-optics system is to map plane waves, apodized by 
the stop, to aberration-free sphcr:cal waves. The location and shape of the two mirrors were allowed to vary in 
order to optimize the following crite!'ia: 

• ~1inimize the wave front error (WFE) of the outgoing spherical waves for each incoming plane wave direc
tion. 

• Ensure marginal rays were sufficiently far from mi"or edges and the cryostat edges to prevent blockage. 

• Minimize the distance between the intersection of the chief r~vs for all sampled directions and the desired 
pupil plane. 

• Minimize the distance between the top marginai raY" for all fields and a point 15 em from the chief ray 
center in the desired pupil plane. 

• Ensure the dist ance between the two powered mirrors was not larger than 2.2 meters (to limit the size of 
the telC'lCOpe). 

• Ensure the intended aperture stop plane is always orthogonal to the chief ray of the central field. 
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Figure 3. The relative geometry of the fore-optics mirrors is shown. Each ellipse is rotated about its major axis to generate 
the surface of the m!rrofs. The portion of the ellipsoids used for the mirrors are indicated by thicker lines on the ellipses. 
The darker ellipse generates the primary. Crosses are placed a t the focal points of the ellipses. The large 'X' ma.rk 
indica.tes the location of the cqld stop and the entra.nce pupil. The sma.ller 'x' indicates the intermediate virtual PUP!l. 
Both mirrors have circular perimeters when projected along the central ray light path. The dotted lines indicate this 
projection direction for each mirror. The projected dimeters of the primary a.tld secondary mirrors are 114 em and 116 
em respectively. 

A damped least squares (DLS) optimization resulted in an initial design, but the ZEI\IAX 'global search' opti
miza.t ion was used to generate the final design. Once the optimization converged to an acceptable solution} the 
'false stop' surface in ZEMAX was removed and a stop with 30 em diameter was placed in the actual aperture 
stop location. 

Single off-axis mirror designs for the fore-optics v .... ere roied out because of unavoidable polarization distor
tion.I ' In addit ion to correcting this distortion, the degrees of freedom added by using a second mirror enable 
an improved entrance pupiL Figure 3 shows the relationship between the two fore-optics mirror shapes resulting 
from the optimization. Both mirrors are off-axis sections of.ellipsoids generated by rotating the parent ellipse 
shape about it major axis. The mirrors are conveniently defined by the focal points of the parent ellipse and a 
point at the center of each mirror. These coordinates are given in Table 2. The operatioG of the fore-optics can 
be understood using the zeroth order lens makers equation. The secondary mirror first forms a virtual image of 
the cold stop. This virtual pupil is then imaged onto the VPM bv the primary mirror. The location of these 
points are indicated by 'X' marks in the Figure. 



Table 2. Parameters defining the shape and relative geometry of the fore-optics. The coordinate system origin is the 
vertex of the primary mirror ellipsoid. 

Point 

I., 
1.2 
1" 
1,2 
m. 
m, 
Stop Center 

x (em) 

208.5433478359410 
446.4830136019445 
40.759849298052316 
-106.4551902630674 
73.4106903720581 
11.5661037649759 
83.4302672233742 

y (em) 

o 
o 
245.8955771682139 
76.696615296549453 
192.517211343362 
198.5771110410610 
37.6535121669693 

Since the fore-optics pupil imaging system uses only mirrors, th~ entrance pupil definition is naturally achro
matic. To modify this system for highe~ frequency operation, the o!lly change would be a scaled narrowing of all 
diffractive effects. 

2.3 Re-imaging optics 

Light from a specified field passing through the cold stop is nearly a spherical wave. The re-imaging optical 
system is therefore more concerned. with re-imaging these nearly-spherical waves to a flat focal surface than 
correcting aberrations. 

The lenses for the re-imaging optics are made of HOPE. A survey of the literature suggests the room temper
ature i&dex of refraction for HPDE is near n = 1.526 at 40 GHz. Since the linear dimensions of HDPE contract 
by 2% when cooled from 300 K to 4 K,15 we used the Lorer:tz.-Lorell2 relation'· 

n 2 ~ 1 
prx n2 +2 

to scale the room temperature index to n = 1.564 at 4 K and 1 K. This cold index value is assumed for the 
re-imaging optics design. 

Designs using a single HOPE lens were found to have diffraction limited performance across the required FOV, 
but the lens for such a design was too large to be practically cooled. A design using two smaller and thinner 
lenses, one operating as a pupil lens the other operating as a field lens, was adopted instead. The symmetric 
signal through the stop enables both lenses and the focal plane to be co-axial with the aperture stop. 

Several criteria were used to optimize the re-imaging optics 

• The WFE for each field at the focal plane was minimized. 

• The focal ratio (J / ) was optimized to be near 2. 

• :Moderate clearances between the pupil lens and the aperture stop, between the two lenses, and between 
the field lens and the focal plane were enforced. 

• All field chief rays should intersect the focal plane as close as possible to 90° 

• Each lens must be thinner that 5.4 cm with a minimum edge thickness of 1.1 cm. 

Similar to .. the fore-optics, a OLS optimization produced an initial design, and a g!obal search produced the 
final design. Both lens for the final design are convex-convex with on-axis ellipsoidal surfaces. Each surface is 
conveniently described through the sag equation 

r2/R 
z = -;-1 -:-+-V'l;==i( li=+:=" )Cr"'2/TiR'i';'2 



Table 3. Geometric parameters for the re-imaging optics. AR coating thicknesses are not included in the distance and 
thickness pa.rame"".er::. •. ~ __________________________ _ 

Distance between the stop and the first lens = 2.999992457817 

First Lens parameters at 4 K 

Side R (em) I< central t bickness (em) 

1 152.42059428939 - 3.790629647459 4.659434103232 
2 53.94815356995 -1.705191778724 

Distance between lenses = 56.1518771784 

Second Lens parameters at 1 K 

Side R (em) I< central thickness (em) 

1 
2 

122.10305404098 
49.47102453776 

-22.01366570379 5.4 
-2.654537766908 

Distance between the second lens and the focal plane = 21.99808473808 

where z is the distance from the vertex tangent plane to the lens surface, r is the radial coordinate off the axis 
of the lens, R is the radius of cW"Vature at the vertex of the lens, and K, is the conic constant of the shape. Table 
3 giv<'S tbe shape and location of ea.cb ler.s. Note tbe AR coating thicknesses are not included in the separation 
distances provided. 

2.4 Focal plane 

The telescope ultimately couples the signal from the sky to a flat focal plane. The foca: plane uses 36 smooth
walled hom antennas to gnide the incoming radiation to t he CLASS detectors. 

The horn antennas will be smooth-walled with a monotonic profile. 17 \\'hHe this architecture is more difficult 
to design than corrugated horns, the smooth interior surface of the horn is easier and cheaper to machine and 
competitive performance is achievable. The horn design procedure for this telescope is described by Zeng et aI. 1S 

To be compatible with t he telescope, the horns have been designed to produce a 10 dB edge taper at f /2. This 
constraint, combined with minimizing return-loss and cross-polart response, form the basic constraints for the 
hor3 optimization. The horn/ telescope system design is further described in section 3. The horn acrangement 
in the focal plane and the horn shape are shown in Figure 4. 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Due to the speed rays can be traced by a computer through the optical system, the ray-calcuiated WFE metric 
was used for optimizing the location and shape all optical surfaces. The maximum rms WFE across the FOV is 
8.74 X 10-3 for t he final design. The rms WFE is frequently used by ray tracing software to approximate the 
Strehl ratio, S, 6f the telescope via the equation 

where" is the rms WFE referenced to the geometric ray centroid at the focal plane. This approximation is 
accurate when the peak of the point spread function (PSF) is well defined and the Strehl ratio is not far from 
1. By convention Strehl ratios above 0.8 are considered diffraction limited. From Figure 5, we see the Strehl 
ratios for this telescope are > 0.996 for all points within the FOV. Therefore unavoidable diffraction effects are 
the only limit to the telescope performance. 

While the Strehl ratio is a useful metric to understand t he image quality of a telescope, the fact that the 
aperture stop is only 30 em (38 waves) wide indicates diffraction effects must be included to describe the telescope 

;We exc1usivel~' use Ludwig's third defini~ion19 of cross-pol in this paper. 
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Figure 4. (a) The arrangement of the horns in the focal plane is shown. The horns are arranged. in two hex-dose-packed 
halves. The nearest-neighbor horns are separated by 38 mm. (b) The horn profile of the 40 GHz smooth walled horn is 
shown. The length of the contoured section of the horn is 100 mm. The horn aperture inner diameter is '" 36 mm. A 
short section of circular waveguide is include in the Figu:e. (c) The predicted far field beam pattern of the horn is shown 
along with the best fit Gaussian beam to the region between the vertical lines. The vertice.llines are at ±14° and show 
the angle represented by marginal rays in the ray trace. 
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Figure 5. The Strehl ratio for all points within the FOV are displayed. The Strehl Ratio is above 0.998 for all field points 
within the FOV. 

performance, To calculate the beams produced by the telescope on the sky and to predict th'-loading on the 
detectors from diffraction around the optical elements, the beam pattern of the horns in the focal plane must 
be included in the analysis. The field distribution at the aperture of the horn is known, but it is convenient. to 
simplify the horn beam pattern to a Gaussian beam fit to the main beam of the far-field pattern of the horn, 
This Gaussian beam accurately represents the portion of the beam passing through the cold stop. Figure 4(c) 
shows the far field beam and the best fit Gaussian to the main beam. The 11,7311 mm diamete" waist producing 
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Figure 6. The illumination of the VPM, primary, and secondary are shown for horn 22. The VPM edges are under 
illuminated to prevent modulated side lobes. The clear Airy pattern on the secondary is due to the proximity to the 
intErmediate focal surface between the primary and secondary mirrors. 

the best fit beam was launched from the focal plane in the location of the pixel being studied. 

The physical optics propagation (POP) feature in ZE?IAX uses scalar diffraction theory to progressively 
calculate the field distribution on each optica: surface. Scalar diffraction theory can not predict the field distri
bution on aperture edges, but all edges are under-illuminated since the primary beam forming components are 
the horns themselves. Beyond the scalar field approximation, ZEMAX also assumes the field component along 
the direction of travel of the wave js small compared to the transverse field components. This assumption breaks 
down for very fast systems (typically - 1/1). Since the fastest beams in this telescope are 1/2, the ZEr-IAX 
POP feature is acceptable for understanding the propagation of the fields through the telescope itself. Figure 6 
shows the illumination for a central pixel on the VP1\.I, primary, and secor-dary. The size of each element was 
selected to maximize the telescope forward gain and limit warm spill over the edges. The secondary mirror was 
enlarged the most because the proximity to the intermediate focal surface between the mirrors causes a slow 
Airy-like radial intensity drop-off on the mirror surfaces ane! because all spill beyond this element views the 
300 K environment. Spill over the primary will largely be directed toward the cold sky. The primary, therefore, 
does not require as aggressive oversizing. 

The final propagation step from the entrance pupil of the telescope to the sky was calculated using GRASP 10§. 
In GRASPlO, the field configuration from ZEMAX is converted to a fictional current distribution that would 
have produced the input field distribution. The fictional current distribution is then used to calculate the far-field 
beam pattern. Figure 7 shows the predicted co-polar and cross-polar beams of a typical pixel. The FWRl\! of 
the beams on the sky is - 1.5°. The cross-pol peaks are seen to be more than 40 dB below the main beam 
peeks. The main beam is circular with the first side lobe showing some asymmetry, but is roughly 23 dB lower 
than the maln beam peak. 

4. CONSTRUCTION PLAN 

The VPM for the 40 GRz telescope will consist of a planar array of regularly spaced wires backed by a parallel 
and movable aluminum faced honeycomb mirror. The lightweight, high stiffness properties of this honeycomb 
material enable us to rapidly translate the mirror while staying parallel to the wire array. A prototype VPM wire 
arr. y has been constructed with a 50 em clear aperture.20 The techniques used for the prototype are expected 
to scale to the rPquired 60 cm clear aperture witLout significant modification. The electromagnetic performance 
of the prototype has been measured. 21 

~ wY:w.ticra.com 
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Figure 7. The GRASPlO calculated cxrpoiar (left) and cross-polar (right) beams for the telescope are shown for a central 
pixel. The peaks of the cross-polar pattern are more than 40 dB lower than the co-polar peak. The beams for other 
pixels are similar. The 45° rotation of the detector with respect to the plane of symmetry of the telescope is evident in 
the croes-polar beam pattern. 

The primary and secondary mirrors will both be open-back light-weighted n::onolithic aluminum structures. 
Figure 8 shows a sectioned view of the secondary mirror. This mirror has a minimum 3 mm face sheet with 5 m.m 
thick webbing ""ranged in a triangular pattern. A single 14 mm thick web encircles the back of the mirror for 
mounting. Standard ONe machining techniques are more than sufficient for achieving the generous tolerances 
required for this low frequency channel. The mirrors, however, will be constructed such that tolerances limits 
even for the 90 GHz channel are satisfied. This will enable the same mechanical design to be iterated for the 
higher frequency channels and will not significantly increase the difficulty of manufacturing. The surfaces will 
be hand-finished to a 1.6 ,"m rms surface rough!!ess to remove possibly polarizing tool marks. This roughness 
will degrade the gain by the factor 

a = e-(411"f./A):l 

where f is the rIDS surface roughness. 22 fur an f = 1.6 ,"m surface finish, the gain degradation will be negligible 
for the 40 and 90 GRz bands. At the same time, the surface is still rough enough to avoid specularly reflecting 
high frequency IR and visible light. Avoiding specular reflection of higher frequency signals will help prevent 
unintentionally focusing energy on the cryostat 01' other portions of the telescope. 

HDPE was selected as the lens material for its low dielectric loss, ease of machining, ease of AR coating, and 
the availability of raw material in sufficiently large pieces to construct the lenses. Each lens will be AR coated by 
a simulated dielectric layer. This layer will consist of small holes drilled in a rectangular array across the surface 
of the lenses. The designed geometric lens parameters will be enlarged to accommodate the 2% integrated linear 
expansion when warmed from 4 K to 300 K. ' 5 Thermal radiation blocking filters at 60 K and at 4 K will be used 
to enscre the lenses get cold. These filters will consist of metal-mesh frequenc.v selective surfaces and neutral 
density dielectric slabs. 

The aperture stop will be constructed from formed rings of steel loaded epoxy called steeleast. 23 The ideal cold 
stop would be an infinitesimally thin aperture allowing all radiation within a defined radius to pass unimpeded 
and all radiation beyond that radius to be blocked. Unfortunately such a surface does not exist at any wavelength. 
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Figure 8. A sectioned view of the secondary mirror is shown. The face sheet of the mirror is 3 mIll thick. 5 mm wide 
web3 are arranged in a triangular pattern to stiffen the mirror. A single 14 mm wide web encircles the mirror 8...'1d ensures 
the mirror stiffness is greater than the mounting hardware stiffness. Three mounting plates are arranged in a regular 
triangular pattern of the the thick web. Tapped holes are placed. at webbing intersections to mount thermal monitoring 
and control hardware. The primary mirror will have an analogous construction. 

1\iore accurately, a stop should be expressed as a surface with a particular absorption as a function of incident 
angle ' and polarization. To increase the loss, and approach the perfectly absorbing ideal, the thickness of the 
absorber must be a significant fraction of a wavelength (7 mm). Even in this case, the stop is not perfectly 
'black.' To decrease the edge illumination on the stop, a series of axillary rings with slightly larger apertures will 
be placed on both sides of the geometric-optics defined stop. Each aperture will gradually clip the bearo with 
the central geometrically located ring dominating the clipping. Sharp et al. have constructed a similar baffle 
design for the GISl\jO instrument.24 

5. STRAY LIGHT AND SPILL 

The frustum of rays defined by the FOV edges and the cleanly imaged entrance pupil on the VPl\j represents, 
to firs: order, the only path of light to the focal plane. Neglecting diffraction effects, the only way 'for sources 
beyond the FOV to illuminate the focal plane would be diffusively scattering radiation into the light path. 
Thi5 behavior was approximated by imagining the optical components and support structure scatter geometric 
raYE with a Lamhertian probability distribution peaking in the direction of the local surface normal. Sources 
scattering significant power into the beam were eliminated, baffled or blackened. The most troubling surfaces 
was foued to be the 4 K baffling between the lenses and the I K baffling between the focal plane and final lens . 

. AB a first effort to eliminate t his effect, the walls are blackened with steelcast. Glint baffles, in the form of ribs, 
will sU'found the optical path to further eliminate large angular scattering. 

Diffraction of light around the optical components is also a source of extra loading on the detectors. To 
protect aga.inst warm spill from Earth-shine, Moon-shine, Sun-shine or other strong sources of in-band radiation, 
the primary and secondary mirror must be oversized and a co-moving ground shield will surround the telescope. 



Table 4. Predicted total thermal load on the detector assuming a generic lR filtering scheme. 
Source of loading Power (p W) 

C1lB 0.225 
Atmosphere 
Warm spill 
Cold spill 
Telescope emission 

Total 

1.34 
0.136 
0.19 
0.274 

2.17 

To 9redict the loading from diffraction beyond t hese elements, a series ·of POP calculations was performed in 
ZE"IAX. As described in section 3, a Gaussian beam representing the main beam of the horn is transformed 
through the system to predict the illumination of each surface. Keeping track of the fraction of the beam lost 
at each surface and normalizing via An = ).2 at the sky, the loading from spill beyond each surface can be 
calculated. 25 Combining tbe POP results with an atmosphere model generated by ATM' (assuming 1 mm 
precipitable water vapor and 45° elevation angle) , we find the expected detector loading is ~ 2.2 pW. Table 4 
bresks the sources of loading down into categories. The total loading is dominated by the atmosphere. 

6. TOLERANCES 

Monte Carlo (Me) simulations were performed to determine the tolerance for 144 degrees of freedom (DO F) of 
the optical design. These DOF included the shape, position, tip, tilt, thickness, material properties, and surface 
irre,gularity for a!l optical components. For each ~IC realization, all DOF were randomly perturbed around a 
nominal value according to a normal distribution with a specified width. The secondary is then refocused via 
three steps of the DLS algorithm to minimize the WFE at the focal plane for each HC realization. The WFE of 
all sampled fields was then recorded. 

Baaed upon 21,000 MC simulations, the tolerances for the opt ical design are extremely forgiving. The generous 
tol.rances for the telescope are to be expected for ti:is long wavelength band. The most challenging tolers!lce is 
setting the distance between the focal plane and nearest lens within 2 mm - owing to the relatively fast f /2 focal 
ratio at the focal plane. All tolerances should be achievable by standard machining and assembly techniques. 
For the MC simulations, 98% of the simulated telescope instances still had Strehl ratios greater than 0.993 across 
the entire FOY. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

To ;tudy infiation, CLASS will use four telescopes at three frequencies to search for the B-mode signal in the 
C11B and thus infer the energy scale of the potential driving inflation. The 40 GHz channel of CLASS will be 
an essential component in the full multi-freql!ency CLASS instrument. To this end, we have developed a new 
telescope design for ground baaed observation of CMB polarization at 40 GHz with a front-end YPM modulator. 
Tilis new design separates the key tasks of imaging the cold stop onto the YP11 and imaging the sky onto the 
focal plane by delegating the former task to a two mirror fore-optics section and the later to a two lens re-imaging 
cold optics section. The telescope will cleanly map the hom antenna beams from the focal plane to 1.5° FWHM 
beams on the sky. The peaks of the crOS&-polar response of the telescope are expected to be at least 40 dB lower 
thrul the main beam peak:. A tolerance analysis indicates the presented design delivers robust performance for a 
wide range of perturbations. Design and construction of the VPM and optical components has begun, with full 
tele:cope integration to follow. 

' ATM is a.uthored and maintained b) Juan Pardo. The software is 8.\-ailable at 
/ www.mr8D.cam.ac.uk/ bn204/ alma/atmomodel.html 
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